They maybe didn't land the biggest one but their "Dream Wish" came true

and president of United Special Sportsman Alliance (USSA), coordinates field members with the desire to fulfill a "Dream Wish" with those in need of one.

Field members of USSA include preserve and ranch owners, property owners, fishing outfitters, and guides. Taxidermist are the latest supporters to come on board.

O’Donoghue credits John Boy & Billy’s "The Big Show" for making it happen. With a radio network covering 78 markets, no one gets USSA’s message out as well as they can. Pair them up with O’Donoghue and they’re a force to be reckoned with.

O’Donoghue matches up the donor with individuals and their families and often accompanies them on their chosen adventure. It works best when personalities coincide and often these donors’ lives are changed forever after they’ve played a role in making a Dream Wish come true.

Michael, "Trigger" they call him now, has terminal cancer. He maneuvers around with the use of a walker.

Michael landed a trophy buck and to hear the event described brings tears of joy because of the joy Michael experienced.

“He ran with his walker over to where the deer fell,” recalled O’Donoghue. “He was so excited. Even Michael’s guide had tears in his eyes.”

Fifteen-year-old Elizabeth has a severe case of muscular dystrophy. She's paralyzed but that didn't stop Elizabeth and her dad from going deer hunting.

Dressed in all the appropriate gear any avid sportsman dons when going after the big one, Elizabeth's wheelchair was wheeled to her by her dad.

“Kayla” is pictured with this 6 by 6 elk on October 11. Kayla is 12 years old and comes with dermatomyositis.

She didn’t get much time she and her dad spend together until she went out with her dad.

“She’s brings is the bond,” said O’Donoghue.

Brigid O’Donoghue has come up with a way to bring a little adventure to their lives. And, while this adventure has a set price, it is well worth it.